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Is “zero” a reasonable goal? 

Is a fatality a good measure?  

What is an “acceptable” level of distraction?

There is a cost for science done and/or applied badly

Three questions

and one cautionary tale



Is “zero” a reasonable goal?





Is 99.9% good enough? 
 A 99.9% standard in safety produces   

 About 1-hour of unsafe drinking water every month. 
 881-unsafe landings at Chicago O’Hare this year 

putting about 132,000 passengers in jeopardy.  
 500-improper surgical procedures each day. 
 268,500-tires produced per year with serious defects.

Mission Zero is the only 
acceptable goal

Jim Schultz, “Leading People Safely”



CDC, Vital Signs: Motor Vehicle Injury Prevention, 2016



US: Safety improvement 
• 31% decline in deaths
• 56% decline for 19 high income peers
• Lowest % decline among peers

US: Crash deaths 
• Most crash deaths per 100,000 population and per 

10,000 registered vehicles

If we performed like peers 
• As good as Belgium (2nd worst): 12,000 lives saved
• As good as average: 18,000 lives saved
• As good as Sweden (Best): 24,000 lives saved



Is a fatality a good measure?   



Source, IIHS



Source, IIHS



If we performed like peers 

• As good as Belgium (2nd worst): 
12,000 lives saved; $140M direct medical

• As good as average: 
18,000 lives saved; $210 direct medical

• As good as Sweden (Best): 
24,000 lives saved; $281 direct medical

If a fatal crash costs $6.5M (2011 AAA estimate plus 
inflation) 

• We could save $78B, $118B, and $157B, 
respectively



Is 40K+ deaths now the same as 40K+ deaths a 
decade ago? 

• Better cars
• Better roads
• Better emergency services
• Better medical care

If a fatal crash costs change over time, shouldn’t the 
relative “value” of a fatality change too? 

• A death in 2017 is much less likely than a death 
under the same conditions in 1967



What is an “acceptable” level of 
distraction?



AAAFTS, 2013

All technology requires attention



The big picture
We looked at

342 studies examining

1608 measurements
with 19370 subjects 

on the effects of distraction on 
driving performance

Atchley, Tran, & Salehinejad, 2017
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There is a cost for science 
done and/or applied badly



Then
100-car study: Crash odds ratio for using a phone 
using SCEs show you are safer if you use a phone

Dingus, T. A., at al. (2016). Driver crash risk factors and prevalence evaluation 
using naturalistic driving data. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 
p. 2640

Now
SHRP-2: Well, maybe it’s a little more than double the 

risk…





!Very few crashes 
! 2 in this study 

!Data analyzed only if 
“triggers” occur 
! Triggers flawed 

!Drivers know they 
are being recorded 

!Miscoding 
! Fail to see phone

What about “naturalistic” data?





“Oh *&^#” minus 21 seconds



“Oh *&^#” minus 21 seconds



Talk





Talk



Talk



Minus 10 seconds

BRAKE!



Minus 9 seconds



Minus 8 seconds



Minus 7 seconds



Minus 6 seconds



Minus 5 seconds



Minus 4 seconds



Minus 3 seconds



Minus 2 seconds



Minus 1 seconds



“Oh *&^#”



“Oh *&^#”



“Moral: Any surrogate 
measure must be 

validated against the 
real problems.”

- Dr.Ron Knipling 
former FMCSA chief 
researcher and VTTI 100-
car study researcher



“Spurious science 
results in bad regulatory 

decisions and 
potentially adverse 
effects on national 

productivity and safety.”



Thank you for your work and 
your attention


